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Abstract. The reconstructive transition b-quartz to kea-
tite is evaluated by employing symmetry-adapted hyper-
bolic surfaces, i.e. periodic equi-surfaces (PES) as structur-
al trial models. The PES descriptors reveal a transition
model very close to the one discussed by Li et al. We can
show that this model is associated with only a small shift
of the principal structure factors in reciprocal space. We
derive an intermediate structure halfway between quartz
and keatite of P21 symmetry through symmetry considera-
tions, and group-subgroup relations. Atomic shifts are gi-
ven. It is shown that topological modeling of reconstruc-
tive phase transitions by means of periodic hyperbolic
surface descriptors is a valuable extension to MD methods
in exploring possible transition coordinates. As the PES-
method works strictly under symmetry control along
group-subgroup relations it allows for a rationalization of
both global structural changes and local chemical varia-
tions. The whole transition is described by means of only
one significant set of structure factors for quartz and two
sets for keatite.

1. Introduction

The use of Hyperbolic Periodic Surfaces (PES) as a means
of describing the topology of crystalline frameworks al-
ready goes back a while. About 30 years ago, Andersson
[1] started to describe crystal structures by the help of
periodic minimal surfaces (PMSs). This concept was cast
into a much more practical and powerful tool by deriving
topologically equivalent Periodic zero Potential (P0PS) [2]
and finally Periodic Nodal Surfaces (PNSs) as structure
descriptors [3]. Since then, much work has been invested
in correlating such bicontinuous, curved hyperbolic PMSs,
P0PSs, and PNSs to general crystal chemistry.

These efforts have been concerned with the elucidation
of the organization of chemical bonding in three-dimen-
sional space and, with the understanding of general princi-
ples of structure formation [1, 3–7] even reconstructive
phase transitions were approached in a novel way [6, 8].
Just recently, an old prediction based on P0PS analysis [2]
was confirmed by state of the art quantum mechanical cal-
culations [9].

2. Method

The most effective method for the generation of periodic
hyperbolic surfaces is provided by short Fourier series un-
der strict symmetry control [3]. This paves a straightfor-
ward way to define the simplest topological descriptor of
the general topology of a space group [8] and a consecu-
tive series of more and more complicated ones by the sys-
tematic addition of SF sets with increasingly higher modu-
li (reciprocal Miller indices hkl resp. longer k vectors).
Any such summation is characteristic for a specific space
group, dependent on

a) the set of equivalent reciprocal vectors and the per-
mutation of their phases as well as

b) the way of combining different sets of structure factors.
The latter means that individual SF sets, say SFa and

SFb, may be defined such as to belong to the same or to
different symmetry groups. In the latter case, the resulting
surface shows the symmetry of a common subgroup and
the group-subgroup relations can be worked out in a rigor-
ous and elegant way. Explicitly,
P
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defines a periodic nodal surface (PNS) and the non-zero
cases,
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denote periodic equi-surfaces. PES are of lower symmetry
than the parent PNS provided that the two tunnel systems
on both sides are congruent [3].

For each reconstructive phase transition (RPT) between
two limiting structures consisting of N particles there are
3N�6 degrees of freedom in configurational space. Thus,
for a mole of matter in principle there is a huge number
of transition possibilities. It is quite reasonable to assume
that most of them do not come into play because they
either involve too much activation energy or too long dif-
fusion pathways to compete with a small number of transi-
tions fulfilling both requirements: low activation barrier
and short diffusive if not just only displacive movements
of the basic structural units. Contrary to most approaches
in this research field we start from the basic idea to model
RPTs by the help of PNS and PES with respect to shortest
diffusive or displacive movements and not by energy mini-
mization. Furthermore, we do not scan configurational
space freely but in a most focused way such that we
utilize pre-existing information, namely the notion of the
limiting crystal structures of a phase transition. This is
achieved by applying a Fourier decomposition to the topo-
logical problem such that

1. we use as much topological information as possible.
Thus we try to link the limiting structures (which
are known) through a topological pathway which is
as simple and short as possible1.

2. the limiting structures are represented by envelope
functions which arise from Eqs. (1) or (2) by sets
of SFs which are as small as and as close as pos-
sible to the origin of reciprocal space to furnish for
the simplicity requirement.

3. the topological pathway is represented by systema-
tic deformations of the structure envelopes between
the limiting structural cases such that there is never
a complete disruption of the envelope function into
unconnected pieces. This provides means to derive
continuous displacements of the unchanged building
groups of the structures, in general (but not necessa-
rily) the atoms, from structure A to B, respectively.
It is understood that the resolutions defined by the
SF sets have to be chosen such that these building
groups are resolved to a reasonable extent.

The choice of the mutual orientations of the limiting
structures is the crucial step of the topological definition of
the transition pathway. As there is a huge number of possi-
ble pathways there is also a similarly large number of possi-
ble orientational correlations. A sensible choice of mutual
orientations according to the criteria given in [10] leads to
the definition of a Common Unit Cell (CUC) for both limit-
ing structures. This CUC constitutes the spatial environment
for the following PES investigation. A novel approach to
the problem of defining a CUC based on mappings of struc-
ture factors in reciprocal space is briefly sketched further
downwards, and outlined in more detail in [10].

For the present work we use the commercially avail-
able “Advanced Visualization System” (AVS, [11]) to-

gether with two extra module packages that allow for the
display and investigation of chemical structures (STM3,
[12]) and Periodic Equi Surfaces (CURVIS, [13]).

3. The silicon dioxide phase system

Silicon dioxide is one of nature’s most abundant minerals,
and at least a dozen polymorphs of pure SiO2 have been
recorded to date [14]. The low-pressure crystalline modifi-
cations consist of networks of corner-sharing SiO4 tetrahe-
dra, while at elevated pressures Si is also encountered in
octahedral coordination [15].

First PES examinations of the lower pressure silicon
dioxide phases (quartz, tridymite, and cristobalite) and of
phase transitions between them have been performed by
Leoni and Nesper [6, 8], whereas the high pressure modi-
fications, keatite and coesite, have not been covered by
this method up to now.

Experimental studies on the phase transition from the
b-quartz to the keatite structure type for silicon dioxide
are scarce and not very detailed. This is probably at least
partly due to the fact, that keatite is not a naturally occur-
ring polymorph of silicon dioxide, and that the growth of
single crystals of other than microcrystalline dimensions
seems to be challenging [16]. Paul P. Keat, who first
synthesized the keatite phase of SiO2 [16], only briefly
mentions its successful transformation to the lower pres-
sure modifications under the conditions matching the ther-
modynamic range of stability of the respective low pres-
sure phase. Bettermann and Liebau [17] give qualitative
pressure and temperature ranges for the keatite synthesis
and consecutive transformation to b-quartz, as well as
some kinetic estimates, but again only in the context of
the hydrothermal synthesis route. It remains therefore un-
clear whether the direct solid-solid transformation from b-
quartz to keatite does really occur in pure SiO2, and if so,
one may ask what its characteristics are.

For the case of so-called “stuffed derivatives” of keatite
and quartz with LiAlSi2O6 composition, this transition has
been subject to a prior investigation by Li [18], and we
chose his structural data for the two polymorphs of LiAl-
Si2O6 [19, 20] as well as his supercell choice and atom
numbering scheme introduced in [18] in order to be able
to compare our results to Li’s work. However, we intro-
duced an important simplification: Since the main interest,
in the context of the phase transition lies on the transfor-
mation of the tetrahedral framework, we are not primarily
interested in the lithium positions. In addition, at tempera-
tures where the framework reorganizes, lithium is sup-
posed to be very mobile anyhow. For these reasons, Li
was omitted and Al/Si positions with mixed occupation in
the framework were taken as a common building center
denoted by Si only. A comparison of the structural data of
keatite [21] and of LiAlSi2O6 [20] shows that the tetrahe-
dral frameworks in both compounds are indeed practically
identical.

In the following sections, the PES approach is applied
to the reconstructive transition between the b-quartz and
the keatite structure types. We define PES representatives
for both limiting structures and determine a transition
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1 A. Einstein in R. Sessions, New York Times (8 January 1950):
“Make everything as simple as possible, but not simpler.”



pathway by linear interpolation. Furthermore, we investi-
gate and characterize a distinct intermediate structure
along our proposed transition path.

4. Cell choices

The b-quartz structure is stable above 573 �C at ambient
pressure and consists of interlinked helical chains of ver-
tex sharing SiO4 tetrahedra. The linkage of the chains
leads to the formation of 6- and 8-membered rings of tet-
rahedra. Depending on the handedness of the helices, the
space group of b-quartz can either be P6422 or P6222, Si
and O occupying Wyckoff sites 3c and 6j. The hexagonal
standard unit cell contains three SiO2 units.

In contrast to the quartz modifications, the keatite form
consists of 5-, 7-, and 8-membered rings of tetrahedra,
which involves considerable changes in topology for a
phase transition between the two phases. Keatite crystal-
lizes in space group P43212, where silicon is partly on
Wyckoff site 4a, and partly in the general position 8b.
Oxygen atoms occupy three different 8b sites. One keatite
unit cell thus contains twelve SiO2 units and twelve SiO4

tetrahedra.
As the tetragonal keatite unit cell has four times as

many SiO2 units as the hexagonal quartz cell, the latter
has to be enlarged by a factor of four in order to match
the total number of atoms involved in the transition.
Although it converts a right-handed to a left-handed coor-
dinate system, we chose the matrix n�1 given in [18] as
transformation matrix P1, in order to obtain atom positions
comparable to the ones of Li:

P1 ¼
1 1 1
1 1 �1
1 �1 0

0
@

1
A

In case of the chiral space group P6222, the conversion
from a right-handed to a left-handed coordinate system
equals to the transition to the enantiomorphic space group,
P6422. Of course left-handed as well as right-handed crys-
tals exist for quartz and it is trivial to mention that this
conversion does not cause any substantial difference for
the PES investigation of the phase transition to the keatite
type.

However, the origin shift of (1=4, 1=4, 1=6) given by Li
has to be applied before the lattice transformation in space
group P6422 in order to match the cell setting and atom
coordinates given in [18]. The result of this transformation
is a monoclinic cell in nonstandard setting with a ¼ b ¼
7.555 Å, c ¼ 9.036 Å, a ¼ b ¼ 90� and g ¼ 92.65�. The
tetragonal keatite cell can be maintained in its standard
setting. The cell parameters are indeed very close to those
of the transformed quartz cell: with 7.541 Å the keatite a
axis is only about 1.4% shorter and it‘s c axis with
9.156 Å about 1.3% longer than those of quartz. Projec-
tions along the c direction of both the keatite and the trans-
formed quartz cells, respectively, are shown in Figure 1.

Another valid cell choice is based on the Bärnighausen
tree relating the b-quartz and the keatite structure type via
their highest symmetrical common subgroup, C2221. This
is outlined in more detail in [10].

5. PES representatives

The PES descriptor for the b-Quartz structure type can be
constructed using the strongest Bragg reflection only. In
the standard setting, this is the (011) set of six equivalent
reflections. For the Keatite structure, the standard setting
is maintained and the PES representation is constructed
from three sets of reflections. Table 1 lists the reflection
sets, phase angles and weighting factors used for the
construction of the PES descriptors for both structures.
Figures 2 and 3 show the resulting surfaces together
with the unit cells corresponding to the cell choice pro-
posed by Li.

6. The b-quartz to keatite transition

Considerations in reciprocal space

In the tetragonal space group of keatite, P43212, the (201)
reflection set consists of four equivalents, while (1 �1 2)
and (1 �1 �2), which are part of the hexagonal (201) set,
belong in the tetragonal case to a different, independent
set (c.f. Table 1). It is therefore quite obvious that the
changes within these two sets of reflections mirror an im-
portant part of the structural changes during the phase
transition from b-quartz to keatite. However, only by addi-
tion of the (012) set of SFs to the keatite PES, we can
construct a transformation model that allows to follow the
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a�

b�
Fig. 1. Transformed quartz unit cell ((a), note the angle g ¼ 92.65�)
and keatite unit cell (b).
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Table 1. Reflections taken into account for the construction of the PES descriptors for the b-quartz and keatite structures, in the standard setting
and in the cell setting corresponding to the work of Li [18]. Quartz structure transformed using the matrix P1 to match the keatite (maintained) in
standard setting).

b-Quartz structure
hkl (standard setting)

hkl (transformed cell) phase angle (transformed cell) weight

011 201 �5p/6 1.0

0 1 �1 0 2 �1 �p/6

101 2 0 �1 �p/6

1 0 �1 021 �5p/6

1 �1 1 1 �1 2 p

1 �1 �1 1 �1 �2 �p

Keatite structure
hkl (standard setting, maintained)

phase angle (standard setting) weight

021 �3p/4 1.0

0 2 �1 �p/4

2 0 �1 �3p/4

201 �p/4

1 �1 2 �p 0.5

1 �1 �2 �p

1 1 �2 0

112 0

0 1 �2 p 0.5

012 p

102 p

1 0 �2 �p

a� b� c�

d�

Fig. 2. PES descriptor (r¼ 0.80) for the quartz structure type (d).
Projections: (a) ac plane, (b) ab plane, (c) bc plane. Large, dark
spheres represent silicon, small light ones represent oxygen.

a� b� c�

d�
Fig. 3. PES descriptor (r¼ 0.80) for the keatite structure type (d).
Projections: (a) ac plane, (b) ab plane, (c) bc plane. Large, dark
spheres represent silicon, small light ones represent oxygen.



migration path of individual atoms in the course of the
network reorganization.

Figure 4 shows projections of the reflection sets used
in the transformation model in two different directions,
once along the six-fold axis of the hexagonal b-quartz
structure (in the transformed cell this is the [1 �1 0] direc-
tion), and once along the four-fold axis in the tetragonal
keatite structure. The radii of the circles correspond

roughly to the weighting factors. On comparison of the
subfigures it becomes obvious that two reflections out of
the hexagonal set of quartz split up during the transition
to keatite due to the lowering of symmetry by passing
through the subgroup. The direction of this splitting can
be regarded as a reciprocal analogue to the burgers vector
in real space. A perspective sketch of the reflections rele-
vant to the transition is shown in Figure 5. From Figs 4
and 5 it is well seen that the additional reflections intro-
duced for the description of the keatite type collect diffrac-
tion information of the Fourier transform of tetrahedral
building units which is contained for the quartz type in
just one set alone.

The PES transition model

Linear mixing of both, quartz and keatite surfaces results
in a smooth surface transformation without truncations,
thus enabling the derivation of intermediate atom positions
and opening the possibility to develop a short transforma-
tion pathway. Different stages of transformation are shown
together with a graph of the development of coordination
number of silicon under the transition in Fig. 6. The in-
crease of coordination number indicates a transition state
at the silicon which has a larger coordination number than
CN¼4 as in the limiting structures. This is very well in
accordance with knowledge from catalysis and from ionic
mobility in solids as well as from molecular silicon chem-
istry. The PES descriptor opens a fifth channel (considered
by the solid line in Fig. 6, bottom). However there are two
more close oxygen neighbors approaching through that
channel giving rise to a sixfold transition state with aver-
age Si – O distances of 2.39 A.

Figure 7 shows the development of the intensities of
the reflections and the changes of phase angles along the
transformation coordinate.
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a� b�

c� d�
Fig. 4. Reflections taken into account for the calculation of the PES
descriptors of the b-quartz structure (left, (a) and (c)) and of the kea-
tite structure (right, (b) and (d)), in projection along the sixfold axis
([1 �1 0]*¼ c*¼ c) of quartz (top, (a) and (b)) and in projection
along the fourfold axis ([001]*¼ c*¼ c) of keatite (bottom, (c) and
(d)). All directions given refer to reciprocal space.

Fig. 5. Perspective view of the reflections relevant to the transition.
Reflections present in quartz are marked in orange. Black open cir-
cles represent keatite reflections, different sizes correspond to differ-
ent weighting factors. The red arrow designates a reciprocal analogue
to the burgers vector. All directions given refer to reciprocal space.

Fig. 6. Development of the coordination number of silicon during the
transition at r = 0.60. A – quartz, B – 50% transformation, C –
keatite. 2nd row of pictures shows projections in c direction. The grey
zone in the lower diagram indicates the ambiguity of assigning
clearly defined coordination numbers.



The transition mechanism

In his work [18], Li investigates very meticulously the me-
chanistic possibilities in which the tetrahedral framework
of the quartz structure can be transformed into that of the
keatite structure. In comparison, we found our transition

model to agree well with his overall conclusion that only
two out of 12 silicon atoms inside the unit cell change
their bonding states and that only four out of the 48 Si––O
bonds are broken. Moreover, our model apparently corre-
sponds best to one particular case out of Li’s four mechan-
istic propositions denoted A1, A2, B1 and B2, respec-
tively in [18]. The rearrangement processes are investigated
and compared to our work in detail in [10].

We can establish that according to our PES model, Li’s
A2 mechanism is closest to what we derive here. This is
easily verified by adopting the numbering scheme from
[18] and comparing the transformation of the surface,
especially the formation of new channels and the closing
of existing ones, to the bonding changes in Li’s connec-
tion table. But instead of one or the other possibility out
of the two degenerate ones, the PES model shows that
both can happen at the same time. Table 2 lists the con-
nectivity changes found in our transition model.

Figure 8 exhibits the rearrangement of bonds at one of
the two rearrangement centers (Si22). The same process
happens at the degenerate position (Si21). This is not sur-
prising, since the two silicon atoms which take part in the
rearrangement are crystallographically equivalent, meaning
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Fig. 7. Development of splitting of the Laue sets, of amplitudes and
of phase angles along the transformation coordinate (0¼ quartz, 1.0
¼ keatite).

Table 2. Connectivity changes within the tetrahedral framework on transition from the b-quartz to the keatite structure. Atoms involved in bond
cleavages are designated in bold font.

Change of local structure and connectivity

Si22 Si21

Quartz Keatite Quartz Keatite

Si22 O52 Si22 O54 Si21 O54 Si21 O52

O48 O46 O46 O48

O47 O47 O45 O45

O53 O53 O51 O51

Change in connectivity only

Si22!Si21 Si21!Si22

Quartz Keatite Quartz Keatite

Si12 O52 Si18 O48 Si14 O54 Si16 O46

O32 O34 O34 O32

O38 O38 O36 O36

O42 O58 O44 O56

No changes in internal structure and connectivity

Connected to Si22 Connected to Si21

Quartz Keatite Quartz Keatite

Si13 O53 Si17 O47 Si11 O51 Si15 O45

O33 O31 O31 O33

O37 O37 O35 O35

O43 O57 O41 O55

No changes in internal structure and connectivity

Not connected to rearrangement centers

Quartz Keatite

Si23 O42 Si24 O41

O43 O44

O55

O56

O57

O58



that the degeneracy would be broken only by introduction
of an additional distortion with further lowering of sym-
metry. Of course, that can be achieved by introduction of
an additional Fourier component into the transition set.

The transforming channel system envelopes both quartz
and keatite during most of the transition, in fact starting
from 0.3 (30%) and lasting until 0.8 on the transformation
coordinate (cf. Figure 6). In that sense, the PES model
implies the transformation to start with the formation of
additional bonds at the transformation centers instead of
cleavage of existing ones, thus revealing a transition state
with higher connectivity compared to both the starting and
the final structure, respectively. For keatite, being a high
pressure modification of silicon dioxide, an intermediate
fivefold coordination of silicon is conceivable as suggested
by the PES model, even if we take into account that the
pressure necessary for the formation of stishovite where
silicon is coordinated octahedrally, is considerably higher
(>120 kbar) than the 40 kbar applied in the hydrothermal
synthesis of keatite. On the other hand, five coordinate
silicon has quite frequently been encountered in metal or-
ganic chemistry these days [22].

Comparing our transition models energetically with a
real bulk phase we need to make an important distinction:
while we may have to consider the activation energy only
for a small volume element at a time, for a bulk phase
like stishovite a comparable energetic contribution would
have to enter altogether into DH.

Considering just the connectivity of the tetrahedra in-
stead of the rings built thereof can help to shed additional
light on the framework transformation process. Table 2
reveals that we can distinguish between four types of tetra-
hedra according to their behavior in the course of the tran-
sition. The first group consists of the tetrahedra centered
at the rearrangement centers, Si21 and Si22, and is charac-
terized by the fact that the tetrahedra not only change their
connectivity but first and foremost their internal configura-
tion: Si21 and Si22 exchange two out of their four oxygen

neighbors in the course of the transformation. All of the
other tetrahedra retain their internal geometry, but either
undergo a change in connectivity with respect to their
neighboring tetrahedra, or not, which divides them into
two additional groups.

The last distinction can be made within the group that
does neither change internal structure nor connectivity:
Some of these tetrahedra are directly connected to the re-
arrangement centers Si21 or Si22, whilst others are not.
From this point of view we see immediately that indeed
only minor bonding changes are required in order to rear-
range the b-quartz framework into the keatite framework.

The intermediate structure

The migration distances calculated in [10] are between 5
and 25% longer than the respective values given by Li.
Additionally, they are found to be less uniform due to the
obtuse angle g gradually transforming into a right angle in
the course of the transition, a process that can affect the
migration distances of atoms that are in principle symme-
trically equivalent in opposite ways. The overall migration
distances being still relatively small, a first approach to
find the intermediate structure at a transformation stage of
50% has been made by interpolating linearly between the
positions of matching atoms in the starting and final struc-
tures.

Comparison with the surface at that transformation
stage (isovalue r ¼ 0.8) reveals that while for all of the
oxygen positions and most of the silicon sites linear inter-
polation is sufficient to yield an intermediate that fits well
into the channels of the intermediate surface, the interpo-
lated positions of the transformation centers, Si21 and
Si22, are not in equally good agreement with the PES
model. This suggests that the migration movements of
these two silicon atoms deviate quite perceptibly from the
straight-lined path connecting their respective starting and
final positions. These two positions can be adapted in a
stepwise manner in order to represent the intermediate ac-
cording to the transition model based on the channel sys-
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Fig. 8. Rearrangement of bonds at the Si22 rearrangement center. The
keatite wireframe is shown in blue-red colors, the quartz wireframe in
gray scale.

Fig. 9. Proposed intermediate structure with P21 symmetry, projection
along c.



tem of the intermediate surface. Then the resulting struc-
ture has P21 symmetry and to our knowledge does not
correspond to any presently known structure type. It is
shown in a projection along the c axis in Fig. 9. The cal-
culated density of this hypothetical intermediate is esti-
mated to 2.31 g/cm3 and is thus between that of quartz
and that of keatite (2.32 and 2.30 g/cm3, respectively). The
theoretical structure data are summarized in Table 3.

The intermediate surface corresponds to a linear interpo-
lation between the PES descriptors for the quartz and the
keatite structure, meaning that not only amplitudes but also
the phase angles arise from linear interpolation. The sym-
metry can directly be deduced from the permutations of the
structure factors and the phase angles given in Table 3. The
permutations and phase angles of the structure factors taken
into account for the calculation of the intermediate surface
meet the restrictions for the space group C2221, whereas
the intermediate has only P21 symmetry. The latter being a
maximal subgroup of the former. As the symmetry reduc-
tion is not pronounced, the PES model does not account for
it (cf. [10]).

7. Conclusion

In this paper we show that topological modeling of recon-
structive phase transitions by means of periodic hyperbolic
surface descriptors is a valuable extension to MD methods
in exploring possible transition coordinates. The elegance
of our method lies in the combination of reciprocal and
real space information reduced to a reasonable simplicity
in order to elucidate those transitions which show least
intergral atomic displacements and keep intact as much of
the structural arrangement as possible. Furthermore, the
method works strictly under symmetry control along
group-subgroup relations and thus offers a reasonable un-
derstanding of overall structural as well as of local chemi-
cal changes.
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Table 3. Structural data of the proposed intermediate structure at 50%
transition.

Space Group: P21

a = 7.548 Å c = 9.096 Å a ¼ b ¼ 90� g ¼ 91.32

Atom positions:

Si 11 0.332 0.122 0.238

Si 12 0.122 0.332 0.762

Si 15 0.378 0.832 0.988

Si 16 0.168 0.622 0.512

Si 21 0.372 0.500 0.125

Si 23 0.082 0.918 0.750

O 31 0.443 0.121 0.393

O 32 0.121 0.443 0.607

O 35 0.383 0.000 0.125

O 36 0.000 0.617 0.375

O 41 0.125 0.116 0.299

O 44 0.884 0.876 0.201

O 45 0.379 0.642 0.063

O 46 0.540 0.627 0.424

O 51 0.369 0.340 0.176

O 52 0.340 0.396 0.824

O 55 0.195 0.864 0.896

O 56 0.136 0.804 0.604


